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ABSTRACT
Background and goal: Patients’ safety and quality are the heart of health services. Improving safety culture in health care is a necessity for preventing or
decreasing faults and total improvement of health care quality. The goal of this study is studying the viewpoint of Isfahan hospitals about patient’s safety culture in
2013.
Tools and methods: This is a descriptive-sectional study that is performed by means of 290 nurses of three selected hospitals in Isfahan. Sampling is done stratified
and according to the volume of each category. Tool of collecting information was a questionnaire about evaluating patient’s safety culture by likert scale. SPSS 22,
descriptive statistics, Kruskal–Wallis test and analysis of variance with P-value of 0/05 were used to analyze data.
Results: Using Kruskal–Wallis test and analysis of variance, equality of means in each aspect in investigated hospitals was approved, (p<0/05). Points were
evaluated in seven aspects of safety culture. Average of positive points in evaluated hospitals was %58/44 and negative points was %19/87 and this showed that
culture in Isfahan hospitals was almost in a desirable situation. Totally, aspect of communication transparency gained the lowest point of %49 and team work with
%81 gained the highest point.
Conclusion: Regarding the study results, to have the highest improvement in safety culture, especially in the aspect of communication, more planning is needed to
achieve better or more qualitative care of inpatients in hospitals.
Keywords: culture of patient’s safety, nurse, hospital.

INTRODUCTION

Quality of services and taken cares is one of the important

issues in health domain. Patient is the main person in hospital

and health services are done because of his presence. Man’s

special care for recovery and health has caused that

inpatients expect receiving high quality health care services.

Health care quality consists of some elements and patient’s

safety is one of the most important things among them but

recent studies show that many of patients facing health

systems get harm instead of receiving help for recovery.

Nowadays health care structure has got so complex. Health

care are done in situations under pressure and quickly in

which a wide range of technology exists and these situations

are full of personal and daily decisions and judgments of

health centres staff. Although health subject is designed to

improve safety but potentially can harm people and
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represent system incompetency and produce or increase

sicknesses. Medical faults may occur during diagnosing a

sickness, prescribing medicines, operating, using medical

equipment and presenting results and tests. Faults happening

during work regardless of whether they injure patient or not,

indicate having lots of problems in organization. One of the

problems is lack of safety culture and another is undesirable

working situation for nurses, doctors and other health centres

staff. Unwanted cases and medical faults are important

challenges that all health systems of the world have been

facing and try to decrease them and their subsequent effects

as much as possible. Researches show that %17 of inpatients

gets injured by an unwanted occurrence or medical fault and

almost %30-%70 of such cases can be prevented with

normal methods. In last two weeks the problem that health

system is not safe enough and requires improvement and

promotion has been investigated. Health organizations are

continuously trying to improve and recognize the importance

of creating culture of patient’s safety. Achieving this goal

requires understanding values, believes and the point that

which norms about an organization are important and which

attitudes and behaviors about patients’ safety are

supported, rewarded and expected. Safety gets important

and turns into a priority in an organization when all people

in that organization find it important and institutionalize it. In

such situations safety turns into a culture and a priority in an

organization so that it makes all staff be more careful in

work. Safety culture is the result of personal and group

values, attitudes, understandings, competencies and

behavioural patterns that expresses commitment, method and

ability of an organization regarding safety culture. The

biggest challenge in the road to a safer health system is to

change the culture of blaming people about faults and have

the culture in which faults are not only personal failure but

also chances to promote and improve this system and

prevent harms. The first stage in creating a safety culture in

a health care organization is evaluating current culture.

Generally it can be said that evaluating sick culture of safety

in hospitals can have a multiple role. In one hand it can

clarify the situation of safety culture ruling centre and its

strength and weakness to managers and supervisors, and in

another hand it has the capability that by increasing staff’s

information about patient’s safety, help the recovery process

and at last managers after having necessary interventions

can also use it as a tool to asses these interventions. So,

regarding the importance of the subject and lack of

researches in Iran about this context, current study was done

in 2013 to evaluate culture of patient’s safety among nurses

in educational hospitals of Isfahan.

TOOLS AND METHODS:

This study is a descriptive-analytical and of sectional type.

Project population was nursing personnel working in hospitals

or educational medical centres in Isfahan (1120) and

stratified sampling was used in accordance with the volume

of each category. Sample volume was 290

The tool for data collection was a questionnaire with likert

scale that is designed by America Healthcare Research and

Quality Center to evaluate safety culture in hospitals. The

questionnaire of evaluating culture of patient’s safety is

generally consisting 48 questions about seven aspects. These

seven aspects are: 1- hospital manager‘s support of patient’s

safety 2- feedback and communication regarding faults 3-

communication transparency 4- team work among hospital

units and sections 5- staff and related stuff  6- shift

replacement and change in hospital 7- total situation of

patient’s safety.

Questions of the questionnaire in a five-choice likert scale,

from strongly disagree to strongly agree, evaluate different

aspects of the culture of patient’s safety. Each of these

aspects consists of some questions which the point of that

aspect is gained from average points of each aspect. Giving

points is according to the pointing instruction of questionnaire

in which agree and strongly agree are categorized in

positive answers scale, no idea in neutral answer scale,

disagree and strongly disagree in negative answer scale.

Some of the questions are designed reversely in which

pointing system is divergent. According to questionnaire help

section aspects that have at least %50 positive points are

favourable and aspects with less point are not. Since the

main questionnaire has been English and then translated to

Persian and designed by America Healthcare Research and

Quality Center, this questionnaire is used to evaluate safety

culture in the hospital of other countries and its results are

reported. Some researches about staff’s deduction from

culture of patient’s safety in selected hospitals of Tehran

University of Medical Sciences and also a research about
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culture of patient’s safety from nurses’ viewpoint in

educational hospitals of Shiraz are confirmed in Iran.

Stability was 0/881 in Tehran research by Cronbach's alpha

method. Questionnaires were distributed after getting

necessary licenses and before this stage all participated

nurses’ testimonial was taken. Findings were processed by

SPSS22 software and analyzed by descriptive statistic

method (mean and frequency percentage). Analysis of

Variance and Kruskal–Wallis test were used to analyze

data.

RESULTS:

Research findings showed that %41 of respondents have

been working in in surgery section, %1/7 in children section,

%9 in emergencies, %16/2 in ICU, %6/9 in psychiatry

section, and %25/2 in other sections. Highest rate of working

experience was from 1-5 years (%36/2) and highest rate of

working hours in was 40-59 hours a week (%64/5).

The following results were gained in accordance with

seven aspects:

Results of research regarding the aspect of hospital

manager’s support of patient’s safety showed that in the

three evaluated hospitals the situation is desirable (rate of

positive responses are higher than %50). In this aspect AL

Zahra Hospital has the highest point of %72/6 and Kashani

Hospital has the lowest point of %50/27

Results of research regarding feedback and communication

with respect to faults showed that in the three evaluated

hospitals the situation is desirable (rate of positive responses

are higher than %50). Highest point was achieved by Amin

Hospital (%55/9) and lowest point by Al Zahra Hospital

(%53/47).

Al Zahra Hospital and Kashani Hospital were in a desirable

situation regarding aspect of communication transparency

and Amin Hospital had the lowest rate (%47/3). Al Zahra

Hospital achieved the highest arte (%51/43).

In the aspect of team work in hospital units and sections there

was a desirable situation, too (rate of positive responses are

higher than %50). Highest rate was achieved by Al Zahra

Hospital (%80/02) and the lowest by Amin Hospital

(%57/55).

In the aspect of staff’s situation and related stuff results

showed that in the three evaluated hospitals the situation is

desirable (rate of positive responses are higher than %50).

Amin Hospital achieved the highest rate (%60/59) and Al

Zahra Hospital had the lowest rate (%52/7).

Results of the research regarding the situation of shift change

in hospital showed that in the three evaluated hospitals the

situation is desirable (rate of positive responses are higher

than %50). Amin Hospital achieved the highest rate

(%67/73) and Kashani Hospital had the lowest rate

(%64/4).

And finally the total point for culture of patient’s safety in

the selected hospitals according to the results of research

was desirable (rate of positive responses are higher than

%50). Al Zahra Hospital achieved the highest rate

(%65/05), then Amin Hospital and Kashani Hospital (%58).

Analysis of Variance was used to compare means in all seven

aspects in three hospitals. Kolmogorov–Smirnov test was used

to make sure that means distribution is normal. According to

the results of this test and by the use of Kruskal–Wallis test

and regarding P-value which in all seven aspects (p<0/05),

it was shown that means were equal in those three hospitals.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION:

Evaluating the situation of safety culture helps hospitals to

get informed about different aspects of patient’s safety that

need attention. This also allows hospitals to recognize their

weakness and strength regarding safety culture. According

to the country determination to promote culture of patient’s

safety and constructing patient-kind hospitals, it is needed to

pay special attention to safety culture in educational centers.

In this study the total point of patient’s safety culture was

desirable. The lowest point was %49 for communication

transparency and the highest point was %81 for team work

in sections. Mo’meni et al. 2013, stated that level of safety

culture was desirable and the highest point was related to

the team work among the staff of paraclinical sections and in

this case the results were the same as our study. Aspect of

communication transparency in Filiz and Bodur’s study had

the lowest point. One of the important factors in happening

unfavorable cases is the lack of effective and enough

communication among team members. Also in Baghaei et al.

study the aspect of team work had the highest point. In Chen

study that was performed to evaluate culture of staff’s

safety including doctors, nurses and other non-clinical staff in

fifty educational hospitals of Taiwan, similar result was

gained and the highest point was achieved by team work in
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sections. The aspect of team work in Abdi et al. study to

evaluate safety culture in selected hospitals of Tehran had

the highest point and this way was similar to the current

study.

It was shown in this study that the aspect of communication

transparency is the one which achieved the lowest point,

hence it is a weakness that requires more analyze. If staffs

don’t discuss about faults happening in section and hide

them, then others will not be informed about faults and can’t

suggest ways to prevent future faults and subsequently

operating program of staff will not change.

CONCLUSION:

In this study safety culture was favorable and this can be

implementation of clinical governance and accreditation

standards in Iran that have promoted the culture of patient’s

safety. Patient’s safety is a vital issue and should be a main

priority for health policy makers so that this culture be the

basic priority in all hospitals of the country. Findings of this

study show that the aspect of communication transparency

needs to be improved and there should be a suitable

planning to promote it as much as possible so that we see

better and more qualitative care from inpatients.
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